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AMAZALERT
consortium

Coupled Atmosphere‐Land surface
Analyse and new ESM results
Critical
Ecosystem
Services

People
Scenario analysis
Policy analysis
Land‐use change model

DGVMs
test
urgent issues
rivers
Coupled LUC

Blue‐print
Early‐Warning System
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Amazonia maintains its own regional
water cycle

Amazonia stores CO2 in biomass

On area basis not extremely high,
but there is so much of it:
total 86 Pg C
Globally in atmosphere: 760 Pg
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High(est?) Biodiversity

People!
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Forecast climate‐induced changes to the Amazon till 2100
Lapola et al, (various)

‘ 40% deforestation
and/or 3 degrees warming
leads to savannisation’
(Nobre et al., various)

Tipping points in Amazonia

disequillibrium

Tropical forest

Savanna state
triggered by climate
change or
deforestation
Stability of savanna
enhanced by
increased droughts
and fires
Environmental variation

Cardoso and Borma, 2010
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Amazon ALERT
• Develop a proposal (‘Blue‐print’) for an early warning
system for imminent tipping points

Early Warning System
What to warn for?
How to define critical changes?
How to forecast changes?
What to monitor?
How to organise this?
How to communicate warnings?
Possible response/adaptation?
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How to define a threshold/change
1. Committed threshold because of current policy
– (long) time lag
– Can only be predicted using models
– E.g. mitigation commitments low, infrastructure plans, economy
changes

2. Threshold in environmental forcing
– temperature rise, rainfall (pattern) change, etc
– Land‐use change, road building

3. Threshold in actual ecosystem service
–
–
–
–

River levels inhibit navigation
Forest carbon stock or crop yields decreases
Increased disease occurrence
People migrate away / social impacts

How to forecast policy committed change?
Aguiar and Dalla‐Nora, in review

C
B
A

(A) Scenario A

(B) Scenario B

(C) Scenario C
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Model effects of climate and land use
change

J.P. Boisier, LSCE, France

Map consequences for Ecosystem Services
Global Climate
Regulation

Regional Climate
Regulation

NEP in t C

carbon storage in t C

= NPP‐rh‐fire‐harvest‐deforested
over all pfts and cfts

= VegC + LitterC + Soilc

rainwater recycling in

accessibility

mm/m2

= number of month with
sufficient discharge for shipping
(to Opidos)

= transpiration over all PFTs in
natural vegetation (and cfts?)

Accessibility (Obidos)

hydropower
Potential Timber
Extraction

t of wood extractable with
road extention

area of degraded ES in

= C in wood biomass

= conservation area – areas with
decrease by one „degradation
class“

nature conservation areas

Area with ecosystems
of integrity

Thonicke et al
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Effects on hydropower potential
• Analysing 412 existing
and planned dams
• Effect of climate, LUCC
and combined
• Resolving floodplains is
challenge

How to define environment thresholds
Good et al, 2012

Arrange grid cells according to
climate: Clear boundary between
high and low forest cover

Monitor climate detect
crossing threshold
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How to detect a
nearby tipping point?
• Changes in variability?
• Monitor:
– Biomass
– Forest size /
age structure
– Productivity
– River discharge

Lenton et al

ANA, Brazil

– Soil moisture
– Flammability?

COSMOS (COsmic-ray Soil Moisture Observing System)
Could it be used to monitor ‘flammability’ of the forest?
University of Arizona, Shuttleworth et al.
Monte-Carlo Simulation of Neutron Density
This is largely a soildependent “shift”,
SO ONLY ONE FIELD
CALIBRATE NEEDED

In drier soil,
more neutrons escape

Monte-Carlo Simulation of Neutron Density

COSMOS probes detect
neutrons at two energies, but
use “fast” neutrons for soil
moisture detection because
calibration is less sensitive to
the chemistry of the soil
In moister soil,
less neutrons escape

(thermal neutrons give
information on above-ground
water, e.g. snow cover)

Fast Neutron
Detector

Thermal Neutron
Detector
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Implementation EWS
Likelihood collapse
Types of thresholds
Review thresholds

Critical Services
Policy need

Indicators
Monitoring
Analysis/forecast

Measures
(adapt, mitigate)

Institutional
Communication

Institutional and communication
• Aim of EWS‐Amazon division:
– Manage critical monitoring systems
– Re‐analyse and re‐run coupled forecasts
– Advise specific legislation:
• Depends on threshold type and reversibility
• E.g.
–
–
–
–

conservation units,
fire protection,
agrarian planning
Health / vaccination programmes

• Brazilian stakeholders suggest:
– MMA (Min. Environment); MAPA (Min. Agriculture); MME
(Min. Mines&energy); MDA (Min. Agrarian development); SAE
(secr. Strategic matter)
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Conclusions
• Early warning with different time horizons enables
different mitigation/adaptation actions
• We can explore consequences of policies on future
impact
• Surface, LUCC & climate models show both favourable
and unfavourable effects
• Monitoring programme diverse & should be future‐
oriented
• Embedding in Brazilian government and EWS action‐
oriented
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Likelihood of dieback at different rates of
warming
1°C

3°C

© Crown copyright Met Office

2°C

4°C

Betts et al, in prep

Would early warning signs be
detectable??
• Increased variance swamped in overall
variance increase
• Time scale of fluctuation short relative to time
scale of change itself
• No fluctuation signal at all
• Maybe system is not in equillibrium and
change with associated variability signals
might already be happening
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Monitoring system
• WHICH properties of the Amazon would be
important to monitor as indicators?
– Existing monitoring
– Invest in key new ones

• HOW would we detect imminent change from
these?
– Advanced statistical techniques looking at variability
and ‘slowing down’
– Analyse trends as well and compare with models to
extrapolate
– Analyse model output as guidance

List of possible variables to monitor
• Sea Surface Temperature (SST) ‐ indicator of
global‐scale change
• Precipitation (patterns, quantity, dry season
length…) primary driver as well as an ecosystem
service that can be affected
• Climate modes (ENSO, Atlantic Oscillations, etc) ‐
often correlated indicators of high‐impact
changes or episodes in Amazonia
• River flow and discharge
• Evapotranspiration ‐ prime driver of recycling
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List of possible variables to monitor
• overall vegetation productivity changes – [CO2]
over the tropical belt + anthropogenic emissions
• Monitor a number of permanent plots. Among
others, look at PHENOLOGY.
• Biomass ‐ remote sensing (eg S‐band Radar) and
well‐referenced growth bands in forest plots
across the basin
• Water use efficiency from tree‐ring & gas
exchange monitoring
• Remote sensing indices (NDVI , EVI)

List of possible variables to monitor
• Fires (remote sensing and in‐situ
observations) – not simply occurrence or area,
but also fire effects (e.g. type of vegetation
affected and recovery of previously burned
areas
• Economic indicators, such as the GDP of the
region, transport, trade and migration
patterns
• Exposure and Vulnerability (?)
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